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Sony United Kingdom offers an extensive range of communications
technology solutions, incorporating leading edge technology, service
and support packages for broadcast, videoconferencing, surveillance,
medical and digital imaging and presentation applications.

More information on specific formats and solutions is available at:
HDCAM SR, HDCAM and HDV www.sonybiz.net/hd
DVCAM www.sonybiz.net/dvcam
Digital Betacam www.sonybiz.net/digitalbetacam
Professional Audio www.sonybiz.net/proaudio
XDCAM Professional Disc www.sonybiz.net/xdcam
Anycast Station www.sonybiz.net/anycast
XDCAM EX www.sonybiz.net/ex

Broadcasting in HD
The continuing expansion of HD services by the main
broadcasters continues to stimulate production in the UK.
Channel 4 is switching top programmes to HD, with the
likes of Hollyoaks, Scrapheap Challenge, Grand Designs,
Relocation, Relocation, Skins, Shameless all being shot and
produced with Sony HD kit.

The BBC is also moving more and more to HD.Whether it is
light entertainment, with Question of Sport or Jonathan
Ross, soaps, with Doctors pioneering HD production, or
drama and natural history, the Corporation is on track to
switch all production to HD in a few years time.

This trend is reflected in sales of HD formats, with Sony
announcing at NAB this year that it has passed 31,000
XDCAM sales worldwide, 40,000 HDCAM sales, including
4,600 HDCAM SR, 6,500 live production camera sales and
6,700 switchers, 1,500 of them HD models.

New products released this Spring include new HDV
camcorders with hybrid media flexibility, a growing family
of XDCAM HD and XDCAM EX tapeless systems, more LCD
professional monitors, and the newly announced F35 to
complement the F23 digital cinema camera.

A further endorsement for XDCAM EX has come with the
news that Discovery has awarded the PMW-EX1 its 
all-important ‘Silver status’, whereby 100 per cent of your
programme can now be supplied on the format.

Chris Dickinson
Editor

for your free 
subscription to 
producer register at
www.sonybiz.net/producer

Flower power
Six HDCAM camcorders crossed the globe with BBC
film crews to capture the inspiration behind
exhibitions hoping to win gold medals at this
year’s RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
Film-makers used HDW-750Ps to follow garden
designers in search of monkey puzzle trees in Chile,
orchids in Jamaica and water features in Venice for
a series of trailers.
The 2008 RHS Chelsea Flower Show was held at
Royal Hospital, Chelsea, in May.
The BBC also used the camcorders on site during
the event as roaming cameras to supply material
for the 15 programmes broadcast on the BBC HD
channel.
Visual Impact, preferred supplier to the BBC for
both sales and hire, successfully won the online
tender to supply the shooting kits.
BBC Outside Broadcasts director John Smith says
HDCAM is ideal for filming horticultural content in
HD. “I have done the RHS Chelsea Flower Show in
SD for many years. The difference between that
and HDCAM is remarkable. It reveals that nature is
the best designer by far. You can see every detail;
pollen grains, parts of the stamen, leaf textures,
water reflections. It is just astonishing.
“The cameras also work well on a bigger scale. In
busy crowd scenes, for example, it is easy to pick
out individuals. HDCAM treats the viewer to a
heightened visual experience, with little extra
effort required operationally,” he says.
Visual Impact supplied the kit after winning an
online tender. BBC Events production executive
Sally Wood says: “We made a decision to go
HDCAM. The cameras are robust and cost efficient.”

■ RHS Chelsea Flower Show
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Classlane
creates 
HD BAFTA
promo
Hull-based corporate
producer Classlane shot a
promo for celebrity
hairdresser Mark Hill at
this year’s BAFTA awards
in London.
Hill, who has twice been
awarded British
Hairdresser of the Year,
was asked by BAFTA to
create the hairstyles for
nominees and presenters
for the prestigious event
at the London Palladium.
He, in turn, asked
Classlane to produce a record of the day for use by the
media and in viral marketing campaigns.
Classlane shot the promo in high definition, using its newly
acquired PVW-F355 XDCAM HD camcorder, shooting on
Professional Disc. Classlane’s managing director, Dave
Beasley, says he is really impressed with the tapeless HD
format, even though most of his work still masters in SD.
“I personally felt sceptical about XDCAM HD, as I thought to
get the benefit, it would have to be treated in HD right the
way through the process, but by shooting in HD and down-
converting to DVCAM, you can still see the difference in the
master. So I feel I’ve got a stepping stone, you can keep
some quality even if you are working in DVCAM,” he says.
As well as HD quality, the XDCAM HD has other benefits.
“Other features I like are the ability to have constant
recording for a number of seconds, and the undercranking
and overcranking, which we make loads and loads of use of.
It also handles like the rest of our Sony kit.
“Another benefit is that, for the BAFTAs, we went to and
from London by train and the cameraman was able to
identify shots and delete shots that were no good and he
was able to do this on the train, so we effectively had an
EDL by the time we got home.”
For the Mark Hill promo, Classlane shot footage with celebs
such as Joanna Lumley, Tess Daly, Kate Garraway, Tamzin
Outhwaite, Claudia Winkleman, various Eastenders cast
members and nominees such as Gavin and Stacey’s James
Corden and Cranford’s Gina McKee.

BBC upgrades
Studio 4 

BBC Studios, part of BBC Resources Ltd, has
upgraded Studio 4 in London to record in
high definition. The company has bought

eight new HDC-1500 cameras and an 
MVS-8000 series switcher for the studio,

which is home to some of the BBC’s top
entertainment shows, including A Question

of Sport and the Jonathan Ross Show.
This is the third studio that BBC Studios has

upgraded using HDC-1500s.
Studio 4 comprises 8,000 square feet and is
designed to simultaneously produce any of

the current HD and SD formats.
Separately, BBC News has also bought three

MVS-8000G switchers for its new multi-
media newsroom, as part of the BBC’s plans

for all productions to be in HD by 2012.

CTV continues 
HD expansion 

Leading OB specialist CTV continues to
expand its high definition fleet with a new

OB truck to support European golf coverage.
CTV’s new 28-camera HD OB10 vehicle was

designed and built by Sony’s Professional
Services Division, and delivered on schedule
in March for CTV to capture all the action of
the 2008 European Golf tour entirely in HD.
“We chose Sony for this large build because

we knew that they would not only provide
the best solutions for our needs, but they

were confident in their ability to meet our
tight deadlines,” says Hamish Greig,

technical director, CTV.
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Red Bull produces 
with XDCAM HD422 

Red Bull has chosen XDCAM HD422 to produce content from various extreme
sports events that are supported or initiated by Red Bull. As the content is file-

based, it can be played out on various multi-media platforms to allow more
people access to the excitement of extreme sports.

Red Bull made a decision to film as much as possible in HD back in 2005.
“The HD future-proofs the productions,” explains André Duck, the head of

International Moving Image Productions at Red Bull, “and we distribute to HD
broadcasters in the US, Japan and Australia, as well as using it for our own

purposes.” Red Bull energy drink is distributed across 140 markets and there is
potential to distribute the TV footage in each of those markets.

The PDW-700 XDCAM HD422 camcorders provide 1920 x 1080 acquisition, two-
thirds inch HD progressive CCDs and 50Mb/s recordings on Professional Disc.

Presteigne Charter
supplies radio-camera
for rugby 
Presteigne Charter has supplied BBC Outside
Broadcasts (now SIS Outside Broadcasts) with its
Sony one-piece radiocamera – based on an HDCAM
camcorder with a clip-on Gigawave transmitter –
for the Six Nations rugby television coverage.
Presteigne’s parent, Avesco, recently bought Charter
Broadcast and is merging the two businesses as
Presteigne Charter. The newly-formed business will
operate from bases in the UK, Europe and Asia.
“The merger of these two high quality businesses
will be good news for our many customers,” says
chief executive Mike Ransome.

Cosmetic changes
Lighting cameraman, Alan Smith, is showing the
students at Greasepaint, a West London make-up
college, how to achieve make-up and special
effects that look good under the scrutiny of HD.
The college needed a cost-effective, self-operable
HD recording set-up, with a monitor, to
demonstrate how various make-up processes
show-up under the scrutiny of HD. Smith decided
that the best way forward was to use the HVR-Z7E
professional HDV camcorder, supplied by Visual
Impact, together with a Sony Bravia TV as the
monitor.
“I have to say, I was really impressed with it,” says
Smith. “I like the idea of the focus having a start
and a stop to it. And this is the first time you have
been able to take a lens off a compact Sony. The
lens is made by Zeiss and you just pull it back and
it locks from infinity to minimum and the aperture
control is exactly like a regular lens – you just open
and shut the iris as you want. It’s far less fiddly
than before. It’s more of a cameraman’s camera –
with street cred and very light as well.”

4 News

■ Windsurfer Tony (Antonia) Frey

■ Special effects by Greasepaint’s Shaunna Harrison
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I wanted the film to be about

XDCAM EX captures 
footballer’s big day 

Premiership footballer Paul Konchesky’s wedding is being
recorded on Sony’s latest solid state HD camcorder. The
Fulham defender has hired Tabs Videos to film his June

wedding on the Sony PMW-EX1.
The Essex-based video specialist is one of the first to use

tapeless technology to film weddings in full HD. Tabs
Videos' Geoff Hunter says he bought the PMW-EX1 to stay

ahead of the game. “You are only as good as your last
wedding and the EX1 gives you the wow factor. It is a

lovely camera to work with. Solid state’s also faster and
quicker to edit than tape.”

Hunter shot his first wedding with the PMW-EX1 in April
on two 8GB cards. The camcorders were supplied by 

H Preston Media.

Praise for solid state 
Solihull’s Renewal Christian Centre is using Sony’s latest

solid state technology to record sermons in broadcast
quality high definition.

The free Methodist church shoots three Sunday services a
week on two XDCAM EX PMW-EX1 camcorders. The

footage is then edited to DVD using a Sony Anycast
Station. The DVDs are produced weekly for sale to the

church’s 2,000-strong congregation.
Renewal’s Paul O’Connor, who runs his own production

company, Offspring Media, says: “I can’t recommend the
EX1 and Anycast system enough. The interface is lovely.

The images look fabulous. The EX1 must be one of the
most user-friendly cameras I’ve ever used.” Renewal

ordered the kit from H Preston Media. O’Connor says: “We
have always used Preston’s. They offer good value for

money and great service.”

Heavy Load
This year’s Texas-based film festival, South by
Southwest, saw the debut of a remarkable
feature documentary that follows the
unconventional life and work of punk group,
Heavy Load.
“Heavy Load is a film about a punk band, some
of whom have learning disabilities,” explains
director and producer, Jerry Rothwell of
production company, Met Film. “It's the story of
how the band breaks out of playing disability
socials and day centres and into the
mainstream, but it's also a film about the
tension between ambition and happiness.”
The film has been acquired for the BBC’s
Storyville strand and is also showing on IFC in
the US. It was shot with an HVR-Z1E professional
HDV camcorder.
“I wanted to make a film about the joy of
making a noise and living in the moment,”
Rothwell says, “about a kind of creativity that
hadn’t been commoditised in any way. Here
were a group of people that had found
something that made them truly happy. They
weren’t in it for fame or celebrity, they were just
having a great time.”
Rothwell describes the film as a comedy, driven
by a set of charismatic characters each with
their own conflicting dreams – it’s built on the
encounter between film-maker and subjects.
“I didn’t want this to be a conventional
observational documentary, but instead to
make a documentary with observations about
what might be going on under the surface; the
thoughts we have about our lives that we never
express to anyone else, our fantasies about
ourselves, and the way music and performance
feeds this world of imagination.”
Rothwell says the HVR-Z1E allowed him to
become more intimate with the band.
“Substantial parts of the film are shot with just
me and the band and a single camera and radio
mics. There were some scenes which just
wouldn’t have happened if I’d been with a big
crew. For gigs, we brought in a second camera
and director of photography Stephanie Hardt.
We worked together in situations where two
cameras really helped to capture the action.”
The sound recordist was Rob Branch.

the joy of making noise

■ Heavy Load
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Jay Hunt, who became controller of BBC One
on May 12, has seemingly risen to
prominence without stopping on the way to

give many interviews, though in person she is
friendly and chatty. She’s been a doer, not a
corporate politician.

The head of BBC One is arguably the most
important creative leader in the broadcaster,
with a notional budget of a billion pounds a
year, and a large band of commissioners and
executives to deal with.

But Hunt, an intensely competitive person,
was also identified as a rising star by Channel
Five, and had only become its new director of
programmes last September.

By December, despite assurances she was
staying put, Mark Thompson easily wooed her
back to what is, after all, a dream job. His opinion
is crucial. Thompson holds her in high esteem.
“She knows what makes a successful, popular
programme. She gets it,” he says.

A driven forty-year-old, she inherits a BBC One
which appears in deceptively rude health. But it
has been overseen by the caretaker Roly Keating,
also controller of BBC Two, and drift takes a long
time to materialise.

One thing everyone agrees about Hunt is that
she possesses an impatient desire to get things
done. She is straightforward and makes decision
fast, say former colleagues. At Five, she has
proved she can woo stars and find fresh faces.

The key difference between Hunt and
Fincham, and indeed most recent controllers of

BBC One, is that she comes from a solid news
and current affairs background.

A belief that she is a safe pair of hands was
also a crucial factor in her appointment. BBC
One can be a whirlwind, says former controller
Lorraine Heggessey. A crisis can blow up fast,
and the controller has to think on their feet.

Hunt joined BBC Breakfast News in 1989
after reading English at St John’s College,
Cambridge. Her big break came in 1999 when
she was made editor of the One O’Clock News
and recast it, with more popular stories
appealing to the daytime audience. Ratings
rose by 15 per cent. In 2001, she moved to the
Six O’Clock News and repeated the trick.

She then made a seemingly odd move in
2003, a secondment to Birmingham’s daytime
production side — such was her drive, she
commuted from London. What Hunt spotted
was that she would get a crack at filling large
amounts of airtime with different genres,
perfect practice for being a channel controller.

In 2005, she duly became controller of
daytime, with the role subsequently extended
to include shoulder peak, up to 7pm. She
transformed the early evening schedule of
BBC Two with commissions such as the quiz,
Eggheads. Then she lent a hand to devising
what became The One Show at 7pm. There are
other key factors shaping her.

Hunt is an Australian, born in Sydney, and
only came to London at the age of 14. A mother
of two young children, she is married to Ian
Blandford, a freelance coach for the BBC
College of Journalism.

There are short-comings in her track record.
Hunt may bring a modernising approach, but
she lacks experience in handling the big
entertainment strands, and their often prickly
stars. She is also inexperienced in picking big
signature drama pieces.

Hunt has arrived at BBC One firing on all
cylinders. This is a difficult time of cut-backs.
She knows how to pull the levers of power,
having sat on its senior management team
within the Vision (television) arm. If she
succeeds, some speak of her as a potential first
woman director general.

■ BBC’s The One Show

“She knows 
what makes a

successful,
popular

programme.
She gets it”

Mark Thompson,
director general, BBC 

BBC One has found its new controller, rising star
Jay Hunt. Maggie Brown meets the woman 

who has got broadcasting’s “dream job”

controlling interest



Arena Television’s fleet of HD OB trucks
are fully kitted up as the company

embarks on a three-year contract with
Setanta Sports that will cover 125

Premiership and Conference games.
Adrian Pennington reports

The 2007-08 football season was always
going to be a huge one for Arena Television
as it embarked on its first major long-

running sports contract.
“There were critics at the start suggesting

Setanta wouldn’t be able to just walk in and pick
up Sky Sports’ mantle, but during the season
people have realised that Setanta’s Premiership
coverage is the equal of Sky,” says Arena’s
managing director, Richard Yeowart. “There’s no
higher compliment.”

The Irish broadcaster is one of the firm’s
largest clients, vindicating Yeowart’s policy of
early HD investment.

“Unlike other OB companies, which won
contracts then built HD trucks to fulfil them, we
built speculatively in HD and then found great
demand for it,” he says. “We’ve been a Sony
house for a long time and although we’ve
evaluated different products at various stages
we’ve always concluded that Sony has the best
HD equipment on the market.”

Unit 9, its latest Sony-outfitted scanner, drove
from the factory gates last August and has since
covered over 130 events, making it one of the
busiest vehicles in the country.

“We’re on the road every day, facing tight
turnaround times to rig vans for each match and
it’s testimony to the reliability of kit that
everything has gone without a hitch,” reports
Yeowart.

Unit 9 is the prime matchday truck, joined for
Premiership coverage with Unit 8 managing
presentation and a separate VT truck. A
duplicate 30-channel double expanding truck,
Unit 10, is nearing completion at Sony, bringing
the firm’s recent overall fleet upgrades to £15m.

“We built our first truck with Sony and since
we got it right from day one, we’ve not looked
back,” says Yeowart. “In terms of colormetry,
sensitivity and flexibility to production, the
HDC-1500 cameras are second to none.

He explains, “Some smaller venues we visit

have low light levels and where other HD
cameras might struggle under those conditions,
the HDC-1500s have no problem. Our camera-
operators feel comfortable working them and
when we’re busy there’s no concern that they
won’t run straight out of the box. Since we also
work on a variety of LE events, it’s important to
have cameras that can operate in any
environment.”

Making the switch to HD
Although currently an SD production, the Irish
broadcaster is planning the switch to HD
perhaps as soon as next season. Moreover, Unit
10 is being readied in anticipation of further
soccer contracts currently being tabled. These
include FA Cup matches and England Home
Internationals, which Setanta and ITV will share
until 2011-12.

“Setanta thrust us into the limelight and if we
get it right it will add weight to our pitches for
new work,” says Yeowart.

Arena has already landed Centre Court
coverage at Wimbledon in conjunction with SIS,
the new owners of BBC Outside Broadcasts, as
well as the summer’s Glastonbury festival for
the BBC.

“Vision mixing is another critical area,” says
Yeowart. “Not long ago we had to win over
clients by proving that the MVS-8000 was a
superior and more reliable technology than
others on the market. We’ve offered training to
our mixing operators with Sony’s support to
make sure we maximize its capability. I wouldn’t
dream of building a truck without it.”

He adds, “Getting a truck built on time, on
spec, with everything in working order is a huge
task especially as every piece of kit now has to
talk to each other seamlessly as opposed to
operating in discrete islands. The ability to
deliver on time and meet potential customer
demand and therefore hopefully grow our
business is why we chose Sony.”

they shoot they score

■ Setanta’s Premier League coverage
8 Outside broadcast



Arqiva delivers 
HD football
coverage to Sky
The finale to the football season is the
busiest time of year for Arqiva’s Outside
Broadcasts team. As part of its mammoth
100-game-a-year contract to deliver HD
coverage of the Football League to Sky
Sports, Arqiva delivered all 12 divisional
play-off games up and down the country
plus the three finals at Wembley in May.
Three of its seven-strong fleet are HD,
typically equipped with a range of 
HDC-1500s, HDCAM and HDCAM SR VTRs
and MVS-8000A switchers, all systems-
integrated by Sony.
“The cameras have been so reliable – rock
solid,” declares Mick Bass, managing
director, Arqiva’s outside broadcasts team.
“They’ve been in constant use since we’ve
taken them out of the box and they’ve not
been back for a single repair.
“With the vision mixers, we were familiar
with the DVS-7350 and knew that the 
MVS-8000 retains the functionality but
takes a generational leap with more power.”
The firm bought one of the first pairs of
HDC-3300 super slow motions in the UK.
“We make regular use of them for Sky
Sports,” explains Bass.
“Nobody makes anything that comes close.
With high-speed fibre connection, there’s
much more bandwidth arriving at the truck
than other models.”

021 unveils 
20-camera 
HD truck
Last year, O21 Television
unveiled a £4 million 
20-camera HD truck laden
with 24 HDC-1500s, 16 VTRs
and a 4ME 80-input Sony
vision mixer.
It has since launched two new
hi-def scanners to fulfil
contracts for ITV Sport, with
whom it broadcasts the UEFA
Champions League and the
UEFA Cup, as well as the
Championship, ITV Boxing and
the British Touring Car
Championship.
The firm has also secured one
of four prestigious contracts to
host broadcast the Euro 2008
tournament in Switzerland
and Austria from UEFA.
“We’ve been a Sony-minded
company since we launched
our first HD truck 18 months
ago,” says Rob Hollier,
managing director of 021
Television. “In terms of weight
distribution, picture quality
and other parameters, the
HDC-1500s are the best
solution.”
Early May saw one of the 
most intense weeks of the year
for Hollier as he supervised
three semi-final legs. O21 was
also the host broadcaster of
the UEFA Cup Final at
Manchester.
“These are 22-23 camera events
produced in HD with an SD
element for the ITV
presentation,” says Hollier.
“We’re using the whole gamut
of radio cameras, aerial shots,
polecams and HDC-3300 super
slow mos,” all supplied by
Gearhouse Broadcast.

Outside broadcast 9

■ The Championship on Sky



just what
the doctor ordered

inevitably follow suit. “People like us, a big
production centre, we can’t wait, we’ve got to
take the initiative, tear up the rules and keep
pushing forward,” he adds.

Post production is handled on site, on
upgraded Avid editing machines, but senior
editor, John Burkill, says that it will be a relatively
simple matter to go back over the rushes and
make an HD version – everything is logged and
the post production equipment is compatible.

Switch to HD
The switch to HD happened as the team geared
up from two crews to three to accommodate the
extra output commissioned by Jay Hunt, the
new controller of BBC One.

Production manager Sam Hill says: “It’s an
industry. Each block of three episodes is shot
over seven days a week, twelve-and-a-half
minutes a day.”

One of the key movers is Jon Boyce, managing
director of Transmission(TX) Ltd, the company
that has supplied cameras, sound equipment
and cameramen since the soap stated.

“There are millions of lessons,” he says. “HD is
all about good lighting.”The key, he adds, is using
a minimum depth of field and being aware of
how sensitive the camcorders are. Crews have to
be careful to avoid over exposure. But the high
pressure work has confirmed his choice of kit.

“I love Sony. I only use Sony cameras, because
of their reliability, and the support, which is
brilliant. Dealers answer questions when you
have problems, there is back up. For a show like
this, that’s essential.”

Not surprisingly, the eight strong make-up
team, headed by Sally Holden, have had to adjust
their approach. “We’ve had to talk to actors
about personal grooming, men often have to
shave twice a day. We’re using micro powders,
finer grain, airbrushing foundation. As for
injuries, reds(as in blood) are very strong, so it’s a
case of less is more.”

Doctors has a high reputation to preserve. In
the Royal Television Society craft awards last
autumn, it won the Judges prize because it
showed, “how to sustain quality programming
when under pressure to reduce costs.”

Jon Boyce concludes: “The strength of Doctors
is the script department — they find good
stories. The technical side has to be smooth, it
can’t get in the way of production. We are the
petrol in the car. You soon know if it has run out.”

Production credits
Name of production: Doctors
Production company: BBC Production
Equipment used: HDW-790P and HDW-750P camcorders
Supplier: Transmission (TX)

■■■
www.sonybiz.net/hd

The daytime soap Doctors became critically
important to the BBC this Spring after
Neighbours switched over to Channel Five

on 11 February, in a ten-year deal.
Doctors, a half-hour soap made in

Birmingham since 2000, found itself placed
opposite the Australian veteran at 1.45 pm on
BBC One – its often gritty storylines, which have
included sex trafficked women and a teenager
with the HIV virus, were suddenly pitted against
the long-standing sunshine soap.

The number of episodes has also been
increased this year, for its tenth series, from 185
to 215, which means that many of the core team
are working all year round.

But this pioneering production, currently the
only TV drama series in production at BBC
Birmingham, has another important role to play
— in the digital future.

Since 14 January, Doctors has been shot in 
high definition using Sony HDW-790P and
HDW-750P HDCAM camcorders. This makes it
the first BBC continuing drama series to
embrace the switch.

The first HD-shot episodes transmitted on 18
March. The production, which revolves around a
fictional medical practice called The Mill, and a
long-standing cast of around eight, records
three months in advance of broadcast.

At present, because of costs, post production is
still in standard definition, and will be so for
some months to come.

Doctors is part of the expanded BBC HD
channel available on Freesat and Freeview HD.
This is interesting because, until now, HD has
been associated with high budget, exportable
programmes, from Life in Cold Blood to Coast.

In contrast, Doctors operates on a tight budget
of £44,000 per half hour episode, which means
there is little margin for indulgence or error.

Executive producer Will Trotter, who has
nursed the soap along since the start, says: “It’s
all about the future, it’s a test bed”, in which
lessons can be learned and passed on, to
EastEnders, Holby and Casualty, as they

10 Drama

■ Doctors

“It’s all about the
future. People like

us, a big production
centre, we can’t

wait, we’ve got to
take the initiative,

tear up the rules
and keep pushing

forward”
Will Trotter, BBC

BBC soap Doctors is now being shot on HD. It is leading
the way for drama series that have to produce quality

and quantity on a budget. Maggie Brown reports
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Bristol-based facilities house, Films at 59,
has just acquired five of the new Sony
HVR-Z7E HD handheld camcorders from

Sony Specialist dealer Top-Teks as it upgrades
from the popular HVR-Z1E model.

“We had two main reasons for choosing the
Z7E,” says Dave Wride, hire manager at Films at
59. “The lenses are interchangeable, which is a
massive plus for a camera of this size, but the
real bonus is that with an adaptor you can
mount a two-thirds inch broadcast lens. This
opens up all sorts of possibilities and allows a
massive amount of creativity.”

It also means that the HVR-Z7E makes a good
back-up camera. It is fitted with a new one-third
inch interchangeable lens system, with optional
lens adaptor rings, allowing conversion to half-
inch or two-thirds inch, plus an additional lens
adaptor for Sony Alpha lenses. It comes with a
state-of-the art Carl Zeiss lens.

For Films at 59, the camcorder had a second
big appeal. One of its regular customers is BBC
One drama Casualty. For the bulk of the
programme, they record using digibeta, but for
stunts they have used the HVR-Z1Es strapped to
cars, ambulances, motorbikes, even roller
coasters. “Before now, when the cameras had
been mounted on the vehicles at point of
impact, the picture would break up momentarily
and this would invariably be the few frames
required to intercut with the main footage,”
explains Wride. “But now, with the Compact
Flash solid state unit recording in tandem with
the tape, you can guarantee no picture break-up
as there are no moving parts. That’s something
we’ve always been looking for.”

The BBC’s Bristol-based Natural History Unit
also uses Films at 59’s camcorders on a regular
basis. The HVR-Z1Es have been used as diary
cameras and by researchers who can use
footage recorded during research to intercut.
The HVR-Z7Es will be similarly useful, but will
also make good back-up cameras, since the need
for different lenses to get close to the action is
particularly relevant for wildlife filming.

The facility hires to a raft of production
outfits in the area, including RDF Media and
Love Productions, makers of BBC series Baby
Borrowers and Pramface Manor.

Raft of features
The new camera has a whole raft of features
that improve the quality of the handling and
the images. “The progressive scan is vastly
improved on the HVR-Z7E, so that’s a plus,” says
Wride. It features 25P scanning and native
progressive recording modes. This means the
camera can be used for everything from
budget movie-making in 25P mode to standard
interlace TV productions.

“The image quality is definitely better,” adds
Wride. The 3 ClearVid CMOS Sensor system and
EIP create true 1080P images, which can then
be recorded as progressive signals. This means
greater resolution, lower power consumption
and great low-light capabilities.”

These new features will increase the
camcorder’s appeal, he says. “Where before,
people might not have been so happy to use
HD on a lower budget and were held back by
the limit on the use of lenses, the HVR-Z7E may
make all the difference.”
■■■
www.sonybiz.net/hd

■ Casualty

seventh
heaven

The new HVR-Z7E
proves that good

things come in small
packages. Pippa

Considine talks to
Films at 59, which has

just acquired five of
the new handheld

camcorders

“The
progressive 

scan is vastly
improved on

the HVR-Z7E, so
that’s a plus”

Dave Wride,
Films at 59
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Channel 4 has a formidable track record as
an innovative broadcaster and its
pioneering move into H D has only

bolstered its reputation.
Last December’s launch of the UK’s first

terrestrial simulcast service over Sky’s platform
provided a unique service to its viewers and
paves the way for future HD developments.

C4's head of VOD and channel development,
Sarah Rose, says: "Demand for HD is increasing,
and befitting our ambition for viewers to be able
to access our programming when they want it
and in a format of their choice, it’s important for
us to be meeting this demand wherever we can.
We don’t plan a bespoke HD channel, instead we
see HD as adding value to the main channel.”

C4’s strategy is to rollout HD services over a
number of platforms. This plan is dependent on
cost, for a launch on Virgin Media for example, or
bandwidth in the case of Freeview, as well as
rights implications.

Broadcast regulator Ofcom will upgrade the
digital terrestrial television system for
completion by late 2009. This could more than
double the capacity available on Freeview,
allowing HD channels from ITV, Five, BBC and C4.
The broadcaster has also begun broadcasting on
Astra 2D in preparation for its launch on Freesat.

“We recognise that HD is the way people want
to view TV in the short and medium term and as
a company we have always been quick to
embrace new technology,” says Rose.“We already
have a substantial complement of film and
acquired drama in HD which makes it easier to
offer a compelling HD service from day one.”

C4’s roster of US dramas originally shot in high
definition includes Desperate Housewives, Ugly
Betty, Brothers & Sisters and Studio 60.

“The next process is to gradually lead some of
our domestic commissions into HD,” says Rose.
“Most notably this has begun with live music
concerts, but also with landmark series, drama
and high end docs.”

RDF’s Relocation, Relocation and Scrapheap
Challenge are now produced in HD. Relocation is
a ratings favourite, but its lengthy lead time
meant it was one of the first to be
recommissioned in the format.

Last year, RDF switched the tenth series of
Scrapheap Challenge from SD to XDCAM HD.
According to head of production Jane Wilson
there was no pressure from C4 to mount an HD
shoot. Indeed, the easiest and cheapest route
would have been to revert to other DV formats,
but the move was taken partly with an eye to
producing stablemate C4 series Shipwrecked
the same way in future.

“We're delighted with the results and the
filming process,” Wilson declares. “I want
producers to adopt tapeless HD formats
because it will bring the cost down for all of us.”

Looking to the future
“We want to deliver as much on HD as possible,”
reports C4 acting head of drama, Luke Alkin.
“There’s a requirement to future-proof dramas
not least because of emerging HD DVD formats
and huge pressure from international partners.”

Company Pictures’ forthcoming English Civil
War production The Devil’s Whore for HBO/C4 is
a case in point. “Traditionally it would have been
shot on 16mm but the production has
significant potential international sales plus we
think there are cost savings to HD over film in
this case,” says Alkin.

“Long running series like Hollyoaks are most
likely to go HD because they have the scale to
absorb new production costs. But if a director
feels strongly about film or wants to use a
particular DP, their views may still hold sway,
particularly for singles.”

From June 1, Hollyoaks is the first UK soap to
be produced and broadcast entirely in HD. It
attracts a significant, growing younger audience
and was earmarked as a priority to transition to
the format with the channel funding the
technology upgrade for producer, Lime Pictures.

“The project was a huge one to undertake but
we needed to accelerate the HD production of
Hollyoaks to air,” says Rose.

She adds; “There’s no reason why daytime as
well as primetime programming can’t be
produced on HD. More and more people have HD
sets yet the number of subscribers to HD
services is a relatively small subset. There’s no
reason C4 shouldn’t become the mainstream
HD channel provider.”

To this end, the channel will continue to
stipulate more programmes in HD. “To offer a
credible service it has to be true HD. We have
stringent guidelines for our HD delivery format.
When we promote HD on the EPG or as HD with
idents, viewers will know that the content is
expressly shot and edited on HD. That’s really
important so we don’t mislead the public.”

More and more Channel 4
shows are now being made

in high definition, as the
broadcaster continues to roll

out HD services over a
number of platforms to

meet demand from viewers.
Adrian Pennington reports

higher
frequency
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■ (Clockwise
from left):
Shipwrecked,
Hollyoaks,
Scrapheap
Challenge

S4C commissions
Baaas in HD
S4C has commissioned a 
new series of pre-school
children’s series, Baaas, as 
part of its extended children’s
programming slot that
launches in June. The Welsh-
language broadcaster has also
made Baaas its first all-HD 
commission in a co-production
deal with Al Jazeera Children’s
Channel and producer,
Cynhyriadan Ceidiog Creations.
The 52 x 12 minutes series,
being shot at Tinopolis’ studio 
in Llanelli, features an extended
family of multi-racial sheep 
going about their daily life.
The show’s creator, producer 
Nia Ceidiog, says the series is
dubbed in Welsh and Arabic.
The HD facilities are provided 
by an Arqiva OB truck, shooting
on four HDC-1500 cameras and
recording on to HDCAM VTRs.
Dubbing is at Cranc and editing
at Barcud Derwent, in Cardiff.
“It is the first children’s series 
S4C have done in HD, which 
has added another dimension,”
Ceidiog says.“The series has
always been colourful and fun,
but the quality of the HD has
encouraged us to add a lot of
interest visually to the sets 
and costumes.”
Bucking a trend in children’s
programming, S4C is 
expanding its slot by four 
hours a day, while Al Jazeera
launches a new 
children’s
channel in
January.
“For broadcasters 
to be
commissioning 
and co-producing
to the extent
they are,
is quite
remarkable,”
Ceidiog says.



Channel 4 has commissioned one of its
flagship property programmes to be
made in high definition as part of its

growing investment in the format.
Relocation, Relocation, the sister programme

to Location, Location, Location, begins shooting
in HD this summer, using HDCAM camcorders.

Both programmes, presented by Kirstie
Allsopp and Phil Spencer, are made by Glasgow-
based IWC, now part of RDF Media Group. Since
IWC’s acquisition in 2005, the company has
expanded and is making a raft of new
programming. Its five-part series Mountain,
with Griff Rhys Jones, is also shot in HD.

Head of features at IWC and former executive
producer on its property shows is Sarah
Walmsley. “I think more and more programmes
will go HD, it’s the way forward,” she says. “For
Relocation, Relocation, the HD will be fantastic. If
it’s shot in a filmic way I think it can look
absolutely beautiful.”

Each of the ten new Relocation, Relocation
shows in the series can take up to a year to
make. The schedule has to allow for meeting
people at the beginning of the programme in
their original home, then following them as they
find two different houses to buy and finally
seeing them into their new homes. IWC aims for
six of the ten hour-long shows in the next series
to be ready to air early in 2009.

The show’s executive producer is Helen
Nightingale and the series producer is Andrew
Walmsley. The crew numbers over 20, including
two producers and two directors, as well as up to
five cameramen covering the 110 days or so of
filming across the series. Paul Edwards, the main
cameraman, has worked on the show for seven
years, first as a director and producer, moving to
camerawork five years ago.

Edwards has recently invested in his own 
Sony HDW-790P HDCAM camcorder (supplied by
Top-Teks), which he is using on the IWC property
shows. He first used HD last year on a show for
Sky One and was impressed with the results. He

says that going through an HD learning curve
proved to be relatively painless:“There are myths
and legends about HD, like the fact that you can
see every blade of grass from miles away and
how it’s complicated to focus and everything is
very different. But when you start working with
it, it’s more comfortable and not the monster
that some people thought in the early days.”

Edwards can see how the HDW-790P will
make a difference on property shows, where kit
needs to be reliable as well as high quality. “We
are following somebody’s quest to find the
perfect property, so phone calls to estate agents
are real. I’m constantly ready to shoot — like a
coiled spring. I have to have faith in the settings
and it’s very seldom that I have time to get a
monitor out and have a play. The HDW-790P is a
good, solid camera.”

Architectural detail
Walmsley is anticipating good results from the
HD for showing off interiors and exteriors.“If the
camera is used to shoot filmically, rather than
showing every detail in the style of sports
programming, then HD will look great,” she says.

Edwards reckons the HDW-790P will show the
architecture at its best. “The pictures are very
high quality — you get lots of pixels with this
camera and a softness that’s kind to faces. My
pictures have quite a lot of colour — I set the
camera up for very rich, solid colours — and this
camera can work with that.

“I’ve spent enormous amounts of time
checking, testing and tweaking. There are things
that you can adjust subtly to get your pictures to
have extra punch. I do have a good number of
secret camera set-ups and it will give me even
more latitude with the HD.”

Production credits
Name of production: Relocation, Relocation
Production company: IWC (RDF Media Group)
Equipment used: HDW-790P camcorder

■■■
www.sonybiz.net/hd
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Shooting the much-
loved Channel 4

property show,
Relocation

Relocation, in HD is a
chance to show the

houses, and their
buyers, in a new

filmic way. Pippa
Considine reports

a moving story

“You get lots of
pixels with this

camera and a
softness that’s kind

to faces. I set the
camera up for very
rich, solid colours”

Paul Edwards,
cameraman

■ Relocation, Relocation



The makers of Skins,
Wild at Heart and

Shameless has
committed to switch

all its production to
high definition.
Maggie Brown

reports

high command
C ompany Pictures, best known for making

Shameless and Skins, has decided to
shoot all of its productions in high

definition in future, regardless of whether
broadcasters specify it or not.

Helen Flint, head of production for one of
Britain’s most respected and versatile
independents, founded ten years ago, says this is
sensible. Often its parent company, All3 Media,
own the rights to distribute dramas, and HD
helps clinch foreign sales.

For instance, Wild At Heart, the safari-based
drama, is shot in HD even though ITV has yet to
specify a move from standard definition —
despite chairman Michael Grade announcing
plans for HD channels on Freesat in May. “They
buy a licence, and have never told us what
format to use,” observes Flint.

Channel 4 now requires origination, post
production and delivery in HD, following the
launch of the first HD channel last December.
And Emmerdale, made by Lime Pictures, another
All3Media subsidiary, is the first continuous
soap to go HD.

The BBC is also in the forefront of the switch
and is demanding drama in HD. Company’s
current challenge lies in switching over the sixth
series of Shameless.

Company uses the Sony HDW-750P
camcorders on Shameless, Skins (set in Bristol),
and Wild at Heart, made in South Africa. (Life is
Wild, the US version of Wild at Heart, made for
Paramount is shot with the Sony HDW-F900).

Flint confirmed that Channel 4 increased the
Shameless budget to allow for the changes, and
the switch has gone smoothly, without affecting
the number of days required for recording.

High drama
A key strength is that Nick Dance, director of
photography,“knows HD back to front”, she says.
He is also the DoP on Skins. “With HD, the DoP
has to be someone who will go in and learn. It’s
an electronic kit, and they have to understand
it.” The speed of adoption of HD production,
within a year, is revealing. When Shameless
moved to new specially-built sets for series five,
they had been built (in early 2007) assuming
standard definition production.

“The only thing that has affected us was we
had to make some sets bigger,” says Flint. “HD
requires more space for bigger cameras.

“Also, you can’t get away with certain things.
We had to buy a new wig for Frank Gallagher
(David Threlfall), so that the webbing didn’t
show.” HD adds £20,000 per hour to production
budgets, she reckons, and about £8,000 per hour
on post production.

This is in part due to the need for more
lighting. “We use more lamps with HD. A
technician has to check the balance. The master
goes to the laboratory, a grader checks it, we
treat it like film, you need to see the pictures on
a proper HD monitor in a facilities house.”

Skins has become the most interactive of
Company’s TV dramas with a significant online
presence. With the second series, Company has
made snappy web films, actor interviews and
behind the scenes footage, all while shooting.
■■■
www.sonybiz.net/hd
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■ Frank
Gallagher (actor
David Threlfall)
gets a new wig 

for series six 
of Shameless,

shot in HD 



V ideographer Johnny Burke has been
responsible for f i lming and post
producing rock group Iron Maiden’s

concerts for a decade. For the band’s 2008
Somewhere Back In Time World Tour, which in
it first leg is playing 21 cities across four
continents in just 45 days, restrictions on flight
cargo meant Burke had to revise his normal
production plans.

Typically, I’d take as many flight cases as I
wanted including up to 12 digibeta and
handheld cameras, tripods plus dozens of
boxes of tapes, but since we’re packing 70
people including band, crew, support band, TV
documentary crews and the odd journalist
and all the stage set into a specially leased 757
jet (piloted by lead singer Bruce Dickinson), I
needed a much lighter set-up.”

Burke managed to get hold of one of the
first PMW-EX1 camcorders in the country.

“I went to friends at Apple and because they
were testing the EX, they suggested that this
was what I needed. I was initially reluctant to
use a new system on a new tour, particularly
because I’ve been unimpressed with tapeless
formats so far, but they insisted ‘you’ll love this
one’. We then contacted our friends at Sony
who have helped on previous tours.”

Burke shot a two-hour rehearsal to test the
camcorder and liked what he saw. “I needed
this to be a proper format, by which I mean
broadcast-approved HD and the EX definitely
produces that,” he says.

He put together a system comprising the
PMW-EX1 with a MacBook Pro loaded with
Final Cut Pro Version 6.0.2 and Sonnet
Technologies’ new Fusion F2 RAID storage
system, which packs 640GB into two 2.5-inch
drives mounted in a DVD-sized unit.

“The whole system can fit in a rucksack so I
can be out of the plane and filming the band
down the steps. The big advantage is speed,” he
says. “I can take the cards straight out of the
camera, plug them into the laptop’s card slots,
open up FCP and import clips immediately via
the XDCAM Transfer utility. So I can begin editing
footage at native 1920 x 1080 HD resolution
within minutes. I can do that on a plane, in a
hotel or even on the runway and have it ready for
Sky TV, Fox, CNN or MTV when they want it.”

He shoots, edits and distributes packages on
location for use by local broadcasters, as well as
producing content for Maiden’s official website
and material for a tour DVD. At the same time,
directors Scot McFadyen and Sam Dunn of
Canada’s Banger Films are shooting a broadcast
documentary with five crew using six PMW-EX1s.

Burke adds, “We used to suffer tape drop-out
and lose about ten per cent of footage simply
because one day, the kit would be in Helsinki in

freezing conditions and the next, we’d be in
Spain. Recording to flash memory solves that.”

Burke is recording each two-hour show on
three 16GB cards, which each have capacity for
50 minutes of full HQ HD footage, and aims to
take 32GB cards when they become available for
the second, American leg of the tour.

Visual Impact, who supplied the camcorders,
worked closely with Burke giving both technical
advice and support.“With this type of project we
always keep in close communication with our
customer wherever they are in the world,” says
Tim Sparrock, sales director.

“A major advantage is the ability to seamlessly
swap recording between cards,” says Burke.
“When you play back, you have to ensure you’ve
captured the short link between files. We’ve
tested this and everything’s in order. If it works in
the field, I’m not going back to tape.”
■■■
www.sonybiz.net/ex

Tapeless sceptic, Johnny Burke, has been
completely won over by his experiences
shooting the Iron Maiden 2008 world 
tour with the PMW-EX1 camcorder.
Adrian Pennington explains

EX in the limelight
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■ On tour with Iron Maiden
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voyage of discovery

Tapeless      17

Gibbons: Back in the Swing is a
five-part series that has been
shot on XDCAM HD in Thailand
for the Discovery Channel. Its
makers tell David Wood why
tapeless HD was the perfect
production format

from a rival manufacturer, but went with Sony
because the dual layer Professional Disc based
recording can record over an hour of footage at
35Mb/s HD recording quality.

For Cale, this was a big drawback of the rival
system, which has more limited recording
capabilities. “I can’t be up a tree chasing things
with just 16 mins of footage, and I can’t carry 15
terabytes of hard drive around with me to
offload footage onto.”

The series was classified by Discovery as a
“Silver level” HD production, shot on XDCAM HD
at 35Mb/s – a requirement for meeting
Discovery’s HD criteria for the format.

According to production manager, Rachel
O'Reilly, Discovery insists on the 35Mb/s
recording mode because “the XDCAM codec is
much less susceptible to image degradation,
whereas materials captured using the 25 or
18Mb/s modes are treated as HDV.”

Wild adds: “Another benefit of the format was
the fact that the camera backed up all shots as
low resolution proxy files, which allowed for
small sample edits and sequences to be
reviewed back at base via the internet.”

O’Reilly adds: “The camera was great to use in
the field, but we initially encountered problems
in post with getting the XDCAM files to talk to
Avid systems. However we worked through
these issues with the help of facility On Sight.”

“In all pioneering workflows there are
difficulties,” says Wild, who gives XDCAM the
thumbs up overall. “These cameras will bring
new film-makers to our natural world.”

Production credits
Name of production: Gibbons: Back in the Swing
Production company: Pupfish Productions
Equipment used: PDW-F330 camcorder

■■■
www.sonybiz.net/hd

Sturdy camcorders that can stand the
rigours of extreme environments, from
jungles to deserts, have always been

essential in natural history production.
That’s why Sony’s tapeless XDCAM HD range

of camcorders score so highly with wildlife film-
makers and broadcasters alike.

US network Discovery is one broadcaster
which has recently been testing the suitability of
the tapeless HD range for natural history
production. Mark Wild, director of development
and production at Animal Planet International,
says “I'm always looking for new innovations in
story-telling and the Sony XDCAM camcorder
technology is part of that.”

Wild has been road-testing Sony’s PDW-F330
XDCAM HD camcorder on Gibbons: Back in the
Swing, a five-part series produced by film-maker
Adrian Cale from Pupfish Productions.

A mixture of natural history and investigative
current affairs, the series examines the lives of
three gibbons in Thailand that have survived
being exploited as tourist attractions and are
undergoing rehabilitation.

“It’s quite horrific,” says Cale, who writes,
presents and produces his own films. “The
mothers are shot to get at the babies. They are
then taken until they are three or four years of
age, then they are killed or discarded.”

Cale’s series follows the lives of three survivors
in animal sanctuaries. “It’s a bit like BBC One’s
Big Cat Diary, where you root for the characters,”
he explains. “I also tell the story of the illegal
trade in gibbons, filming police raids.”

Both Cale and Animal Planet’s Mark Wild were
impressed with the PDW-F330’s performance.
Wild says, “It was considerably more affordable
and ideal for a show like Gibbons, with the
camera being small and flexible enough to allow
an intimacy with the characters.”

Fantastic quality
Cale adds, “Originally commissioned as an hour-
long show, the quality of the footage that we
brought back (and the quantity) was absolutely
fantastic, so Discovery decided to make it into a 5
x 30 minute series.” Wild confirms, “The picture
quality exceeded our expectations.”

The tapeless disc-based format proved
“almost indestructible”, adds Cale. “I’ve been
hanging out in the jungle filming gibbons in the
wild, banging the camera against trees and I
didn’t have any of the problems you associate
with tape such as loss of media or drop out.

“Working in jungle conditions can be harsh —
particularly in terms of humidity — but with
tapeless you know that the tapes aren’t going to
cause problems at the camera heads.”

Wild and Cale considered a tapeless format

“I’ve been hanging
out in the jungle,

banging the camera
against trees and 
I didn’t have any 

of the problems 
you associate 

with tape”
Adrian Cale,
film-maker

■ Gibbons: Back in the Swing



poles
apart

Powerful HD lenses and 
the specially-designed 

heli-gimbal are allowing
the BBC’s Natural History

Unit to shoot in the world’s
polar regions from the air.

It means the new Frozen
Earth series will be able to
capture the polar wildlife

without disturbing it.
David Wood explains

■ Frozen Planet filmed polar bears in Spitzbergen“The HDC-1500
represents an

evolution in 
long-range HD

shooting”
Mark Linfield,
Frozen Planet
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It keeps the turret very small and lightweight.”
For Frozen Planet, it has been adapted to work

at extreme low temperatures, adds Linfield. “We
had issues on Planet Earth using heli-gimbals at
extreme low temperatures where everything
would lock up. But this one allows us to work
right on the margins of extreme cold —
temperatures as low as minus 20 degrees C plus
a huge wind chill — producing temperatures
well below the minimum that the camera was
originally designed to work at.”

Bear necessities
Recently returned from one of their first filming
trips to the Norwegian islands of Spitzbergen
where the crew was filming polar bears hunting
and mating, Linfield is very happy with the
quality of the pictures.

Offering two-thirds-inch CCD imaging at 1920
x 1080 and frame rates up to 50 and 60P,
combined with HD lenses, the pictures were
“markedly better than those we achieved
before”, he says. “The HDC-1500 represents an
evolution in long-range HD shooting, offering a
wider dynamic range, higher frame rates, less
noise and a better overall image quality.”

The series, set for delivery in 2011, could run to
8 x 60-minutes, including an initial overview
programme, plus separate programmes on how
the changing seasons affect the flora and fauna
of the polar regions. There’s also a programme
about man’s relationship with the regions, plus
a show dedicated to climate change.

It has been a busy year so far for Fothergill and
Linfield, who in addition to scripting the series
and planning its production, have also recently
launched their own production company,
dedicated to the production of high quality
theatrical wildlife films.
■■■
www.sonybiz.net/hd

The team behind the BBC’s blockbuster
series Planet Earth — the show which set
a new benchmark in landmark natural

history production when it was released in 2006
— have just started shooting a new high-end
series about the world’s polar regions.

Frozen Planet will feature the latest HD
production technology, including a specially
designed Cineflex heli-gimbal built around the
Sony HDC-1500 camera to take tracking shots of
wildlife in the polar regions from a helicopter.

Executive produced by the BBC Natural History
Unit’s Alastair Fothergill and series produced by
Mark Linfield, the series will use the HDC-1500
combined with long lenses to take unique gyro-
stabilised shots at huge distances without the
animals knowing they are being filmed.

Used with powerful HD lenses, footage can be
taken in the air from over a kilometre away
leaving the wildlife undisturbed.

According to Linfield, the quality of the
footage in Frozen Planet will be a step up from
Planet Earth, which was universally praised at
the time for its production values. “Using the
Sony HDC-1500 instead of the Sony HDC-950
which we used on heli-gimbal sequences on
Planet Earth, we were able to achieve higher
frame rates — up to 60 frames per second.”

The V14 HD gyro-stabilised Cineflex HD
mount, nicknamed the heli-gimbal, which hangs
below the nose of the helicopter was specially
designed by supplier Axsys Technologies to offer
an unprecedented gyro-stabilisation when used
with a Sony camera head.

Axysys VP, engineering Rob Hulse reveals:
“Sony HDC-1500 cameras are recognised as
being one of the best and most versatile HD
production cameras in the industry plus their
split-head design allows us to install the CCD
block in the turret and remote the camera body
in an auxiliary box located inside the helicopter.
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The demands of the corporate film-maker
have moved on. As technology becomes
more efficient, any production outfit,

however small, is expected to come up with high
quality footage for multi-media use, with
apparent ease.

Mark Scothern is an experienced corporate
film-maker, having directed work for a large
range of multinational clients across the years.
Recently he decided to give himself more scope
so that he could get involved at different levels
on client projects; he wanted the capacity to
deliver the whole film-making package.

“I had a Sony HVR-Z1E and an HVR-A1E and
both were great,” he says. “But they weren’t in
the same league as the professional digibeta
camera. I looked at the spec for the Sony 
HVR-S270E and it seemed extraordinary for the
price, offering a real move up. So, with advice
from Visual Impact, I sold my HVR-Z1E and
bought an HVR-S270E.”

The HVR-S270E is a brand new HDV shoulder
mount camcorder with an interchangeable lens
system, native progressive recording and solid-
state memory recording.

A lot of the work that Scothern does needs to
be originated on a high quality format that can
be projected, used for DVDs or distributed on the
web. “The quality and capabilities of the 
HVR-S270E are extremely high and easily meet
my production needs. A bonus is that it handles
and works much more like a high-end camera,”
he says. “For example, the aperture ring is on the
lens where it should be.”

The camcorder’s ability to function in a low-
light environment is a significant advantage.
“I might find that I’m filming a CEO’s
presentation to his troops and can’t light it.
Previously, in such a low light environment, I
would have had to switch in 6 or 9dB of gain and
risk noise in the picture. Now, because the 
HVR-S270E has a low light capability of 1.5 lux, it’s
not the problem it was.”

Meeting expectations
“The expectation from clients is that you’ll solve
all problems,” says Scothern. It’s essential that he
is able to adapt and produce a result that
compares favourably to something shot by a

larger crew, so he needs the camera to come up
to scratch. The HVR-S270E has plenty of
features to help out. “Having seen what the
camera can do, I’m using the pre-sets more to
achieve a look, which means that I have to do
less in the edit. You can also set transition
speeds for focus and white balance so when
you decide to work in auto, changes are
gradual, the material useable. It’s also got clear-
scan – you can alter the scan rate to take out
rolling-bars, something that’s usually reserved
for big cameras.

“Using a memory recording unit (the 
HVR-MRC1), which clips neatly to the side of the
HVR-S270E, it also records to a CompactFlash
card, so you don’t need a tape at all. What’s
extraordinary about it is that you set the
camera so that if the tape’s running out it will
overlap record onto the card. Then you can
switch the tape without missing anything and
the card recorded quality is identical.”

Scothern uses Avid Media Composer so that
he can shoot and edit, offering a complete
service. The HVR-S270E allows him to largely
match the quality of digibeta, whilst having
the HD capacity when required. “The S270 is
much more of a professional’s camera, with an
astonishing number of capabilities, and
although it’s twice the price of my previous
camera, it’s more than twice the camera.”
■■■
www.sonybiz.net/hd

■ Mark Scothern ■ RAF training video

it’s the
business
The HVR-S270E is a brand

new HDV shoulder-mount
camcorder with an

interchangeable lens system
and solid-state memory
recording. It’s perfect for

high-end corporate filming,
as Pippa Considine reveals

The quality and
capabilities of the

HVR-S270E are
extremely high and

easily meet my
production needs”

Mark Scothern,
corporate film-maker
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City College Coventry has installed an Anycast Station
and new cameras for its students, reports Stephen Tate

Apurpose-built Sony broadcast studio is
inspiring a new generation of film-
makers at City College Coventry.

More than 100 media students have used the
£45,000 studio since it launched in January. They
have produced talk shows, one to one interviews,
product inserts and a live performance from
three-piece band, Boxers on Boxes.

The studio is housed in a new media centre
that also includes three radio studios and seven
recording studios.

The college hopes the two-year project will
create one of the UK’s leading centres of
excellence for audio and visual broadcasting.

Head of creative and information
technologies, Mick Dabrowski, says: “We have
brilliant staff, brilliant courses and brilliant

equipment. Once everything is in place, I am
confident that we will have the facilities to
become the best in the country.”

Dabrowski wants Midlands-based production
companies to use the broadcast studio. “We
have created one of the biggest studios in the
area. I’ll offer free studio time to any
programme-maker that lets students sit in and
learn,” he says.

The broadcast studio is equipped with a Sony
Anycast Station live content production system,
three HVR-Z1E professional HDV camcorders,
three DSR-250P studio cameras, one DSR-11
recorder and four Sony wireless microphones.

Students on two-year diploma courses in
broadcasting, multi-media studies and
computing use the studio.

Professional equipment
Moving Image tutor Nathan Dodzo, who teaches
first and second year broadcast students, says it
was an easy decision to go with Sony. “Before I
started, the college’s broadcasting department
owned a little bit of everything, but I was
determined to go universal with one
manufacturer. I have always preferred Sony. I
used to produce news on Sony kit for Reuters,
the BBC and ITN. Sony knows what it’s doing.”

Dodzo’s students helped kit out the studio
interior. “It will help them in their careers. They
now know what it entails to build a broadcast
studio. Since the studio opened, we have
concentrated on settling in and learning to use
the equipment,” he says.

Dodzo chose the Anycast for its versatility.
“Being able to use it indoors and outdoors
clinched it for me. It’s a lovely piece of kit.”

Dabrowski took little persuading either. “The
things Anycast can do are astounding,” he says.

The department chose the HVR-Z1E’s to
provide students with a valuable introduction to
HD. Dodzo says: “In the next few years, students
will join an industry that is likely to be fully
conversant in HD. The Z1’s HDV format will give
them a taste of what’s possible. Eventually, we’d
like to bring in tapeless cameras because the
technology is moving in that direction.”

He also hopes to introduce more DSR-11
recorders for video mastering. The deck records
in DV, or DVCAM formats. “It’s a reliable, robust,
all-purpose machine,” he says.

Sony supplier, Total Audio Solutions, helped
install the studio equipment.

Total Audio’s Peter Knowles described the
project as a positive development for broadcast
training in the UK.“The college has the potential
to create the broadcasters of tomorrow,” he says.

■■■
www.sonybiz.net/hd

“Being able to 
use it indoors and
outdoors clinched 

it for me. It’s a 
lovely piece of kit”

Nathan Dodzo,
City College Coventry

■ City College Coventry

sent to coventry





GV Multi-media
Head Office
Unit 1, Inwood Business Park,
Whitton Road,
Hounslow TW3 2EB
T 020 8814 5950
F 020 8569 6616
E sales@gvmulti-media.com 

South West Office
Brooklands Mill,
Nadderwater,
Exeter EX4 2JG
T 01392 499399
F 01392 493108
E rwatts@gvmulti-media.com 

Midlands Office
Alma House, Unit M 
Watling Street,
Claybrooke Parva,
Lutterworth LE17 5BE
T 01455 221587
F 01455 221118 
E kliddle@gvmulti-media.com

North West Office
Unit 4,
Bag Lane Enterprise Center,
Bag Lane, Atherton,
Manchester M46 0JX
T 01942 884433
F 01942 888520 
E jmcgarty@gvmulti-media.com 

North East and Scotland Office
Unit BT145/2B & C,
High Force Rd,
Riverside Park Estate,
Middlesbrough TS2 1RH
T 01642 240770 
F 01642 248690
E jstewart@gvmulti-media.com
www.gvmm.co.uk

digital production directory

AERIAL CAMERA SYSTEMS
Innovation House,
Douglas Drive,
Godalming, Surrey GU7 1JX
T +44(0)1483 426 767
F +44(0)1482 413 900
www.aerialcamerasystems.com
Contact: Phil Beckett or Matt Coyde
info@aerialcamerasystems.com

AERIAL CAMERA SYSTEMS is one of the
World’s Leading Specialist Camera
Companies, providing a range of facilities
to an extensive global client base within
the TV and Film Industries. We can now
provide HD solutions across our entire
product range from Remote Heads, to the
unique Tethered Blimp System to our
comprehensive Railcam. Please contact us
for further information.

Awfully Nice Video Company
The Old Estate Office
30 Long Lane
Ickenham
Greater London UB10 8TA
Tel: 07000 345678
Fax: 07000 345679
Mobile: 07831 515678
E NiceVideo@aol.com
www.awfullynicevideo.com 

Let Awfully Nice provide you with one of
their Award Winning Crews (5 International
EMMY's to date) and the latest High
Definition (HDCAM & HDV) or CineAlta
cameras to make your production one to
remember.We also rent out equipment only
packages from DV to full 'film style' High
Definition kits. 24/7 we're Awfully Nice &
here to help

Axis Films
47 Shepperton Studios
Middlesex
TW17 0QD
T 01932 592244
www.axisfilms.co.uk
Contact: Angela or Paul

On Sight
14/15 Berners Street, London W1T 3LJ
T 020 7637 0888
F 020 7637 0444
E hire@onsight.co.uk
www.onsight.co.uk

Electra
Wharf House
Brentwaters Business Park
The Ham, Brentford, Middx TW8 8HQ
T 020 8232 8899
F 020 8232 8877
www.electra-tv.com
Contact: Crispin or Doug 
mail@electra-tv.com

• All formats from HD to DV
• Drama and commercial packages
• Wet or dry hire
• Large selection of specialist equipment
• Friendly and personal service
• Full set of Zeiss DigiPrimes available

Presteigne Broadcast Hire
Unit 4, Manor Royal,
Manor Park, Crawley RH10 9SX
T +44 (0)1293 651 300
F +44 (0)1293 651 301
E hire@presteigne.co.uk
www.presteigne.co.uk
Contact: Andrew Murray

Whether it’s providing a single digital
camcorder or a fully commissioned 
fly-away system, Presteigne enjoys an
unrivalled reputation for helping
broadcasters and production companies
capture and transmit the excitement of
programmes, spectacles and events across
the world.
Our equipment range and our technical
expertise give broadcasters the confidence
to know that we can always deliver; 24
hours a day, 365 days a year.

Aimimage Camera Company
Unit 5, St Pancras Commercial Centre
63 Pratt Street, London NW1 0BY
T 020 7482 4340
F 020 7267 3972
E hire@aimimage.com
www.aimimage.com
Contact: Mark or Mike

AIMIMAGE celebrates twenty-one years in
the business, providing camera equipment
and support to productions worldwide.With
formats from 16mm and 35mm, through to
digital systems – High Definition, Digibeta
and DVCAM – we offer a complete service,
including studio, sound, lights and grip
equipment



Creativevideo.co.uk
Priory Mill
Castle Road
Studley, Warwickshire
B80 7AA
T 01527 854222
F 01527 857666
E sales@creativevideo.co.uk
www.creativevideo.co.uk

Eurotek
Unit E61 Heather Road,
Sandyford Industrial Estate,
Dublin 18
T +353 1 295 7811 
F +353 1 295 7885 
E info@eurotek.ie
www.eurotek.ie

Gearhouse Broadcast Ltd
Unit 12 Imperial Park
Imperial Way, Watford,
Hertfordshire WD24 4PP
T 0845 820 0000
F 01923 691 499
E uk@gearhousebroadcast.com
www.gearhousebroadcast.com

Jigsaw Systems Ltd
The Old Mill
High Church Street
Nottingham NG7 7JA
T 0870 730 6969 
F 0870 730 6850 
E ab@jigsaw24.com
www.jigsaw24.com

Proactive UK Ltd
1 Eastman Way
Hemel Hempstead
Herts HP2 7DU
T 01442 292929
F 01442 260913
E sales@proav.co.uk
www.proav.co.uk

PEC Video Ltd,
65-66 Dean Street,
London W1D 4PL
T 020 7437 4633 
F 020 7025 1320
E sales@pec.co.uk
www.pec.co.uk

WTS
Well Trade Services Ltd 
Media Park, 40b River Road,
Barking, London IG11 0DW UK
T 0208 594 3336 
F 0208 594 3338
E sales@wtsbroadcast.com
www.wtsbroadcast.com

Only buy Sony where you 
see the Sony Specialist
Dealer logo

Top-Teks
Bridge House,
Royal Quay, Park Lane,
Harefield, Middlesex UB9 6JA
T 01895 825619
F 01895 822232
E sales@top-teks.co.uk 
www.top-teks.co.uk

Total Audio Solutions Ltd
Smiths Way, Saxon Business Park
Hanbury Road, Bromsgrove
Worcestershire B60 4AD
T 01527 880051 (24 hours)
F 01527 880052
E sales@totalaudio.co.uk
www.totalaudio.co.uk

H Preston
103 Worcester Road,
Malvern, Worcestershire WR14 1EP 
T 01684 575486
F 01684 575594 
E sales@videokit.co.uk
www.videokit.co.uk

London Office
74 Milton Road,
Hampton TW12 2LJ
Tel: 0208 979 9281
Fax: 01684 575594
E sales@videokit.co.uk
www.videokit.co.uk

Visual Impact
London Office
Units 3&4,
Teddington Business Park,
Station Road, Teddington,
Middlesex TW11 9BQ
T 020 8977 1222
F 020 8943 5307

South West
4 Charnwood House,
Marsh Road, Ashton,
Bristol, BS3 2NA.
T 0117 939 3333
F 0117 939 3339

Cardiff
Unit M5,
Southpoint Industrial Estate,
Foureshore Road, Cardiff CF10 4SP
T 02920464656
F 029020496175

Scotland
64-68 Brand Street,
Glasgow G51 1DG
T 0141 427 0434
F 0141 427 0434

North West
7&8 Dalby Court, Gadbrook Park,
Northwich, Cheshire, CW9 7TN.
T 01606 42225
F 01606 49161

North
Unit 13, Low Moor Business Park,
Common Road, Bradford,
West Yorkshire BD12 0NB
T 01274 603052
E sales@visuals.co.uk
www.visuals.co.uk

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Sony Specialist Dealers

Mitcorp UK Ltd.
London Headquarters
23 Shield Drive
West Cross Industrial Estate
Brentford TW8 9EX
T 44 (0) 20 8380 7400
F + 44 (0) 20 8380 7410
E info@mitcorp.co.uk

Leeds Office
Unit 4, Victoria Court
Bank Square, Morley
Leeds LS27 9SE
T + (0) 113 220 3380
F + (0) 113 220 3381
E chris.brumwell@mitcorp.co.uk 

Glasgow Office
Unit 1 Millennium Court
Burns Street
Glasgow G4 9SA
T +44 (0) 141 564 2710
F +44 (0) 141 564 2719
E colin.mendham@mitcorp.co.uk
www.mitcorp.co.uk




